
 

Ishqiya movie 720p is one of the most famous movies of 2013.This film has been created with a cast which includes Emraan
Hashmi, Nargis Fakhri, Huma Qureshi. Director Vishal Bhardwaj has successfully made this film in Indian languages like Hindi
and Urdu. The audience who have watched this particular Hollywood film are now coming to know that the movie is not just
interesting for its story but also its music. There is no doubt that this film will be remembered for many years to come. This
movie brings back three of the most famous Bollywood actors in one film which includes Nargis Fakhri, Emraan Hashmi and
Huma Qureshi. The movie is directed by Vishal Bhardwaj and has been produced under his home banner Viacom18 Motion
Pictures. Ishqiya is a story where Munna (Emraan Hashmi) and Murtaza (Naseeruddin Shah) are two gangster who work in a
crime world in Lucknow along with their next door neighbor Buaji (Nargis Fakhri). Both of them are very well known in city
due to their robbery activities. Their only relationship with Buaji as she is very much loyal to them and take care of their stuff.
One day Murtaza decides to change his life and wants to start a new business which will be a first in that city. Buaji has a
younger brother named Sikandar (Vivek Mushran) who has a lot of interest for Munna's gangster image from the many rumors
he ever heard from the people about him. Murtaza tells this plan of changing their job but Munna hates this idea as their
reputation is already spread throughout the city. For this reason they fall apart from each other and form separate gangs. Munna
and his gang goes to Dubai and gets involved in an illegal pastime of gambling which leads to a huge loss as they lost nearly
Rs.100 lakh as there was a mistake in the gambling tables. This loses them their jobs and they again fall into poverty. During
this period, also Murtaza is getting married along with his beloved Rangoli (Huma Qureshi). Buaji has become very unhappy
with her marriage and she does everything possible that Sikandar gets anything related to Munna's crime life whether it is
education, job or even money for them to live on. After some time, Munna gets a tough job to make sure that the money which
was lost by the previous criminals will be earned by them. They start earning very much but now there is behind enemy who
could stop their progress towards earning good money. Munna warns Murtaza that he does not want to involve himself in this
crime again as he could loose his life like previous criminals did. Munna also warns Buaji that she cannot involve herself with
his business again as she is already very well known in town for this reason.
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